CORDED INDUSTRIAL SCANNER
The Datalogic Power Scan 8300 readers' ergonomic enclosures are lightweight
and well-balanced ensuring optimal operator comfort during scan intensive
operations. Multiple good-read feedback features and a built-in metal tether hook
for suspended applications ensure workplace productivity. The Power Scan 8300
readers' superior reading performance is enhanced by Datalogic's patented
Puzzle Solver technology for fast and accurate reading of standard, poorly
printed and damaged barcodes. Datalogic Scanning PowerScan readers are the
top rated industrial handheld data collection products on the market.
Synthesizing knowledge and experience, Datalogic Scanning is evolving the
PowerScan family to include the PowerScan 8300 series: corded and cordless
laser bar code readers featuring state-of-the-art performance for rugged
industrial use.
All packages include the following:
Datalogic Power Scan 8330 corded scanner
Accessories
Award Winning Technical Support
Pre-Configured out of the box

P/N: TRK-CIS-DTL8330 - $476.70
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CORDED INDUSTRIAL SCANNER
The rugged LS 3408FZ handheld scanner from Motorola, the Enterprise Mobility Company,
features fuzzy logic technology for fast and accurate reading of damaged, dirty and poorly printed
one-dimensional (1D) bar codes typically found in industrial environments. In the yard,
warehouse, distribution center, manufacturing plant or retail store, the LS 3408FZ handheld
scanner offers superior performance, reliability and user-friendly ergonomics to improve
productivity.
All packages include the following:
Motorola LS3408FZ scanner
Accessories
Award Winning Technical Support
Pre-Configured out of the box

P/N: TRK-CIS-LS3408FZ - $399.58*

*Pricing subject to change without advanced notice
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CORDLESS INDUSTRIAL SCANNER
The Datalogic Power Scan M 8300, featuring the STAR Cordless System for
narrow band radio communications, represents the key to increased productivity
and flexibility in the workplace. It offers scalable solutions to solve simple pointto-point applications as well as networking capability combined with seamless
roaming for complex projects. An optional display with a 3-button keypad
provides time and battery status and enables interaction with the host. The
Power Scan M 8300 readers' mechanics have been developed and tested to
withstand extreme environmental conditions maintaining consistent reading
performance. Hard shocks (6.5 foot / 2 m drops), dust and water (IP65/IP64
sealed) and adverse temperature conditions (operative at -22 degreeF / -30
degreeC) do not affect product performance or reliability.

All packages include the following:
Datalogic Power Scan 8330 Cordless scanner w/ removable battery
Datalogic Power Scan 8330 charger/base
Power supply
Cable (see below)
Award Winning Technical Support
Pre-Configured out of the box

P/N: TRK-CLIS-8330KRS - $818.99*
TRK-CLIS-8330KUSB - $818.99*
TRK-CLIS-8330KPS2 - $818.99*
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CORDLESS INDUSTRIAL SCANNER
Scan all one-dimensional (1D) bar codes from practically anywhere with a
Bluetooth-enabled cordless rugged scanner. The Motorola LS3578-ER reads
labels as far away as 45 feet and as close as four inches--the greatest working
range available in a rugged, handheld scanner. Ergonomically designed to be
comfortable during long shifts, the scanner gives operators a 150-foot range,
which far exceeds the 6-foot corded device range. Designed for use in harsh
environments, the Motorola LS3578-ER withstands multiple 6.5-ft. (2-m) drops to
concrete and has IP65-rated sealing for protection against the elements. Remote
Scanner Management (RSM) enables efficient upgrades from a central location
All packages include the following:
Motorola LS3578 extended range scanner
Motorola LS3578 cradle
7ft. straight USB cable
Power supply
Award Winning Technical Support
Pre-Configured out of the box

P/N: TRK-CLIS-LS3578 - $895.66*
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